Ibn Ḥazm’s (d. 456/1064) Ṭawq al-Hamāmah is a sui generis work in the history of mediaeval Arab culture. Modern scholarship on Ibn Ḥazm’s Ṭawq proceeds along three lines: (1) editing and translating the Ṭawq; (2) explicating the Ṭawq and enquiring into its originality; and (3) looking into the Ṭawq from a comparative perspective. I intend, however, to pursue further the question of the Ṭawq al-Hamāmah’s uniqueness, and I would also suggest a new reading of the text based on the exposition of its epistemology. My main proposition is that the Ṭawq al-Hamāmah’s idiosyncracies rest on Ibn Ḥazm’s endeavour to advance an epistemic justification of the concept of love. Ibn Ḥazm stresses that writing on love is beyond any fictional narrative. He underlines the idea that entering into the phenomena of love should adhere to al-haqiqāh (the truth) and should avoid any kind of flawed explorations. To arrive at an understanding of the work through the angle of al-haqiqāh, Ibn Ḥazm further contends that writing on love should be based on three key principles: (i) testimony; (ii) observation; (iii) and knowledge stored in memory. These principles are behind the Ṭawq al-Hamāmah’s epistemology that renders any writing on love not merely a fictional narrative but a textual attempt to depict the actual human experience. By deploying the principles of epistemology to investigate love, Ibn Ḥazm’s Ṭawq al-Hamāmah not only modifies the existing genre of writing on love and lovers but also considers some aspects of this emotion that had hitherto evaded literary and scholarly treatment. This paper will explore Ibn Ḥazm’s perspective on the ways of writing on love and manifest his epistemological approach in exploring the essence of this emotion as well as its causes and symptoms.
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Ibn Ḥazm’s (d. 456/1064) Ṭawq al-Hamāmah (hereafter the Ṭawq) is a sui generis work in the history of mediaeval Arabic culture. The first edition of this treatise, completed by Dmitrii Konstantinovich Pétrof, appeared in 1914 but it still continues to attract the interest of many scholars of various disciplines. Modern scholarship on the Ṭawq proceeds along three particular lines: first, editing and translating the text of
the Ṭawq, second, explicating the Ṭawq and investigating its originality and raison d’être; and lastly looking into the Ṭawq from a comparative perspective, exploring its place in the culture of Western courtly love and the tradition of the Provençal troubadours.

All these scholarly attainments have validated the legacy of Ṭawq al-Hamāmah in mediaeval studies. In this paper, however, I intend to pursue further the question of the uniqueness of the Ṭawq for it still needs to be discussed; and I would also suggest, further, a new reading of the text based on the exposition of its epistemological foundation. Previous studies on this treatise deploy what I call the content-oriented account of the peculiarity of Ibn Ḥazm’s work. Their arguments mainly revolve around the subject of the Ṭawq and compare its content with material in earlier works. Resulting from such accounts there is a diversity of opinions on the character of the Ṭawq. García Gómez, for example, believes that despite a reference in the Ṭawq to the Kitāb al-Zahrah of Ibn Dāwūd al-Ẓāhirī (d. 294/909), the author with whom many scholars compare Ibn Ḥazm, and, further, the coincidence of the emotional tendencies between those two men, the Ṭawq owes nothing to the Kitāb al-Zahrah. García Gómez presumes that the quality for which Ibn Ḥazm deserves to be admired is his endeavour to Hispanise or Westernise the Arabic theory of love prevailing in the East (Gómez 1951, pp. 309–330). Lois A. Giffen, speaking of “the appeal of the Ṭawq”, asserts that “the special attractiveness of the Ṭawq is due to the fact that it is an exception to

Given the fact that the available text of Ṭawq al-Hamāmah is based on a single manuscript, an abridgement of the original text left by Ibn Ḥazm, it has been reedited more than twenty-one times since the publication of Pétrof (1914); some of these publications are scholarly volumes which strive to offer their readers a more correct text, while some are considered less erudite publications. Perhaps the last edition to date of Ibn Ḥazm’s work is Mukhtasar Ṭawq al-Hamāmah wa-Zill al-Ghamāmah fī Ulīfah wal-Ullāf, edited by ‘Abd al-Ḥaq al-Turkumānī (see Ibn Ḥazm 2002). The editing of Ṭawq al-Hamāmah, moreover, was accompanied by its translation into several languages. The first translation was introduced by A. R. Nykl (1931). The last translation of Ṭawq al-Hamāmah is perhaps El collar de la paloma: el collar de la tórtola y la sombra de la nube, translated by Jaime Sánchez Ratia (see Ibn Ḥazm 2009).

Consult the following studies: Lévi-Provençal (1950, pp. 335–375); Abel (1955, pp. 220–222); Martinez (1987, pp. 1–47); Pinilla (1990); Giffen (1992, pp. 420–442); Ormsby (2000, pp. 237–251); Jalāl al-ᶜAdhm (2002); Būqarra (2003, pp. 22–31); Behzadi (2003, pp. 108–115); ‘Abd Allāh Idrīs (2007, pp. 11–48). Other studies enquire into the proximity of the Ṭawq to the classical Arabic tradition of love, or point out the distance between it and other prevailing works. See Gómez (1941, pp. 65–72; 1951, pp. 309–330); Ismāᶜīl (2005). Again other studies scrutinise, furthermore, certain topics discussed in the Ṭawq such as issues of gender referring to the sociological status of Andalusian women or other topics such as homosexuality and Ibn Ḥazm’s views on the concept of beauty. See Fuentes (1964, pp. 161–178); Turkī (1978, pp. 25–82); Castro (1995, pp. 143–150); Benaisa (1999, pp. 3–18); Adang (2003a, pp. 5–31; 2003b, pp. 111–145). Another one extends to a palaeographic study on the manuscript of Ṭawq al-Hamāmah and the deciphering of its text. See Benaisa (1997, pp. 7–21).

Expounding on the origin of sentimental courtly love and exploring its basic properties, scholars intended to outline the parallels between Ṭawq al-Hamāmah and other Western works. See, for example, the study of Benaim de Lasry (1981, pp. 129–143). This scholar compares Ṭawq al-Hamāmah and the 15th-century author Diego de San Pedro’s two works Tractado de amores de Arnalte y Lucenda and Càrcel de amor. See also Arié (1985, pp. 75–89).
the tradition. [Ibn Ḥazm] quite deliberately and in defiance of the practice of the time chose to illustrate his analyses of the phenomena with colourful anecdotes about himself and his fellow Andalusians, [...] It was this difference which made the book a historical and social document" (Giffen 1992, p. 422). In another comment, Giffen states that “had [Ibn Ḥazm] followed the practice of earlier authors on love and other udabā', he would not have neglected to quote the famous poets and re-hash the lore of famous lovers” (Giffen 1992, p. 423). Mahmūd Ismā‘īl, furthermore, contends that Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah is simply a literary representation of the views of Ibn Dāwūd al-Ẓāhirī and alleges, moreover, that the contribution of Ibn Ḥazm is limited to transforming the concepts of Ibn Dāwūd into an exquisite poetic form. He concludes that the great value of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah is confined to this poetic effort (Ismā‘īl 2005, p. 70). In view of these diverse assessments and ambivalent attitudes, the question of the peculiarity of the Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah still needs to be researched and discussed.

The Modus Operandi of the Study

Despite the comprehensiveness of earlier studies on the Ṭawq and their valuable contribution to our understanding of this important text by Ibn Ḥazm, they overlooked the epistemological foundation of this work. My main proposition is that the individuality of the Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah rests on Ibn Ḥazm’s endeavours to advance an epistemic justification of the concept of love. By deploying the principles of epistemology to investigate this emotion, Ibn Ḥazm’s Ṭawq not only modifies the existing genre of writing on love and lovers, but also considers some aspects of human love that had hitherto evaded mediaeval literary and scholarly treatment. This article will explore Ibn Ḥazm’s perspective on the way of writing on this topic and manifest his epistemological approach to explore love’s essence, causes and symptoms. What I propose to do in the following sections can be outlined as follows:

1. The first section of the paper, “Ibn Ḥazm and his Epistemology of Love”, focuses on the introduction of the Ṭawq. As will be shown, the main concern of Ibn Ḥazm was to discuss in the preface to his work the correlation between the act of writing and the endeavour to scrutinise love’s essence, causes and symptoms. He reflects mainly on the preferable way to write about love. Considering love as “the central experience of life”, as Theodore Zeldin (1995, p. 81) maintains, Ibn Ḥazm expressed his aversion to the prevalent way of writing on this issue which depended mainly on literary tradition, and set forth his epistemological approach to explicate love and its affairs. Ibn Ḥazm’s notion of the epistemology of love is uncommon in the genre of the theoretical writing on love in mediaeval Arabic culture. A close reading of the introduction of the Ṭawq will be presented by examining the main concepts of his epistemology of love and explicating some epistemological terms deployed in the Ṭawq which have been disregarded by researchers, terms such as al-ḥaqīqah (the truth), mushāhada (observation), hifz (memory) as well as cultural terms such as a‘rāb (Bedouin) and akhbār (literary accounts).
2. Looking into the applicability of Ibn Ḥazm’s approach, I will examine whether or not Ibn Ḥazm had applied his epistemology of love, presented in his preface, to expound on the subject of his work. My views on this question will be schematised in a detailed table under the title “The Epistemological Basis of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah”, followed by comments.

3. Finally, in the last section “An Epistemologically Justified Love”, a selected chapter of the Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah, entitled “On Union” (al-wasl) will be analysed and compared with some earlier works on love, works which preceded the treatise of Ibn Ḥazm. I will conclude my study with some comments.

1. Ibn Ḥazm and His Epistemology of Love

The overall reading of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah’s introduction reveals Ibn Ḥazm’s engagement with his intended work confined to exploring love and its essence, causes and symptoms. His speculation oscillates between a strong tendency to adhere to an acceptable method of writing on this issue and a disposition to depart from traditional precedents for the perception of this emotion and exploring its nature. The writing process of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah arises from these two impulses, hence I will elaborate on them. These impulses, moreover, are the central pillars of the Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah’s text. I will open my analysis with the second disposition, i.e. that of departing from the traditional ways of writing on love.

Ibn Ḥazm concludes the Ṭawq’s introduction with the statement that he would dispense with the anecdotes of the aᶜrb and the forerunners (al-mutaqaddimīn); and defends his preference by stating that “their way (sabiluhum) is different from our way (sabilunā); and, moreover, there are certain copious anecdotes (al-akhbār) about them”. “My way” he cogently maintains, emphasising the principle of originality, “is not to lean on [or enervate] the other’s mount, and not to adorn myself with borrowed finery”. This declaration alludes concisely to the earlier predicament confronting the author while he reflects upon creating his intended work. His statement, furthermore, epitomises his awareness of the literary tradition of love and its affairs, and evinces his anxiety regarding the influence of earlier authors on himself and his disposition not to imitate them; and, lastly, he points to a desirable self-actualisation to create

---

5 Though I am using here Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence, I do not intend to load my argument with any psychological exposition, nor to read Ibn Ḥazm through Bloom’s theory as he has thoroughly scrutinised the manifestation of the poet’s discontent with the burden of tradition. I would like, however, to point out Bloom’s definition regarding what is meant by influence. He states: “‘Influence’ is a metaphor, one that implicates a matrix of relationships – imagistic, temporal, spiritual, psychological – all of them ultimately defensive in their nature. What matters most … is that the anxiety of influence comes out of a complex act of strong misreading, a creative interpretation that I call ‘poetic misprision’. What writers may experience as anxiety, and what their works are compelled to manifest, are the consequence of poetic misprision, rather than cause of it. The strong misreading comes first; there must be a profound act of reading that is a kind of falling in love with a literary work. That reading is likely to be idiosyncratic, and it is almost certain to be ambivalent, though the ambivalence may be veiled. Without Keats’s reading of Shakespeare, Milton,
his own work. The denotation akhbār al-ʿarāb used here is replete with cultural references to an abundant literary tradition of love stories which pervaded medieval Arabic literature. The appellation “ʿarāb”, more specifically, is a taxonomic concept referring to certain classical Arabic writings to certain political and sociocultural aspects. Within the literary sphere in particular, ʿarāb is comprehensively applied to designate certain literary texts of a typical aesthetic essence, history, thematic and generic features. Thus, this appellation was used by some mediaeval authors to point out the love poetry of the Ummayyad poets as it corresponded to the poems of their counterpart, the ʿAbbasid poets. Al-Jāḥiẓ (d. 255/868), for example, in one of his epistles, Kitāb Muḥākharat al-Jawārī wal-Ghilmān [The Rangstreit between the ‘partisan’ of slave girls and the ‘partisan’ of slave boys], presents a literary debate between the partisan of the jawārī and the partisan of the ghilmān on the superiority of each group over the other. The place of the jawārī and ghilmān in Arabic love poetry and their manifested depictions was a controversial issue that involved the two opponents:

The partisan of the slave girls (ṣāḥib al-Jawārī) has said: We have never heard about a lover whom a love for a slave boy has slain. We, however, are able to enumerate certain poets, especially those of the first Islamic

and Wordsworth, we could not have Keats’s odes and sonnets and his two Hyperions” (see: Bloom 1997, p. xxiii). Bloom, moreover, stresses that “… great writing is always at work strongly (or weakly) misreading previous writing” (ibidem, p. xix) and, further, “poetic history … is held to be weakly) misreading previous writing” (ibidem, p. xix) and, further, “poetic history … is held to be


7 The taxonomic ʿarāb (pl. ʿarb) and its derivatives taʿarrūb and ʿarbīyya allude in the first Islamic eras to a low social status. They were implanted to designate ignorance, impoliteness and even delinquency as well as punishment. In this regard, see Athamina (1987, p. 5–25). See also Leder (2004a, pp. 72–104; 2005, pp. 401–419).


eras, such as Jamīl b. Maᶜmar whom the love for Buthayna has killed, and Kuthayyir whom the love for ᶜAzza has put to death, and ᶜUrwa whom the love for ᶜAfrāᵓ has dispatched, and the Majnūn of ᶜĀmir tribe who was infatuated with Laylā, and Qays b. Dharīḥ whom Lubnā has killed, and ᶜUbayd Allāh b. ᶜAjlān whom Hind has put to death, and al-Ghamr b. Ṭarār whom Juml has dispatched. There are those whom we have named but those whom we have not referred to are more. The partisan of the slave boys (ṣāḥib al-ghilmān) has said: Would Kuthayyir and Jamīl and ᶜUrwa and their counterparts whom you have named look at some of our servants of those who were purchased for a large sum of money and are endowed with beauty, goodly stature, clear skin; they would disregard Buthayna and ᶜAzza and ᶜAfrāᵓ and slight them. You have remonstrated with us and invoked crude and harsh āᶜrbā who were fed on misery and distress and were raised within these conditions. These poets are not familiar with the luxury and pleasures of life. They dwell in the desolate deserts and recoil from people as the wild animals do and, further, they feed on the hedgehog and the dabb lizard and break the colocynth, the bitter-apple. Were every poet of them to exert himself, he would cry over the ruins and describe the woman and compare her to the oryx and the gazelle though every woman is more beautiful than these animals. He would liken her to the snake and call her shawhā (the ugly) and jarbāᵓ (the mangy) in order to ward off an eye that would afflict her, according to his beliefs. The udabāᵓ (littérateurs)10 and the ṭuraṯāᵓ (the refined persons)11, however, have spoken of the slave boys and excelled at their doing. They have adeptly described them and given preference to them over the slave girls earnestly or amusingly.12

Through the afore-mentioned comments, Al-Jāḥiẓ enumerates some of the preeminent Umayyad love poets such as Jamīl b. ᵅAbd Allāh b. Maᶜmar (d. 82/701), Kuthayyir b. ᵅAbd al-Raḥmān known as Kuthayyir ᶜAzzah (d. 105/723), Qays Lubnā. The memoirs of these poets were the basis for many love stories, to which Ibn Ḥazm refers as akhbaḥ al-ʿarābī and desists from deploying them in his monograph which was circulated widely in mediaeval adab works and compilations of love theory.13

12 See al-Jāḥiẓ (1965, pp. 104–105), the translation is mine.
13 The Kitāb al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadīm Muḥammad b. Iṣḥāq al-Warrāq (d. 385/995) provides a detailed bibliographical account which attests to the circulation of love stories of the Umayyad poets in the ᵅAbbasid period. In the eighth article of his al-Fihrist, Ibn al-Nadīm enumerates names of certain pre-Islamic and Islamic poets-lovers and the forty-one works of love stories compiled for their memoirs (asmāᵓ al-ʿushšāḥ al-ladhīn “āšiqā fī al-jāḥilīyya wal-ʾIṣlām wa-ʿullāfī fī akhbaḥĪlim kutab). He states, further, that these works were compiled by people such as ᵅĪsā b. Ḍāb or ᵅĪsā b. Ḍāb, Ṭarqī b. al-Quṭāmī (d. 150/767), Ḥishām b. Muḥammad b. ʿAlī al-Kalbī (d. 206/821), Ḥaytham b. ʿAdī al-Tāʾī (d. 209/824) and others, who are all authors of the 2nd/8th century and were
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identified with its endeavour to melt away reality, all the aforementioned traits create the literary model of the *ārāb* love stories, a model which supports the subjectivity of love, vows of chastity and self renunciation through the efficacy of fictional narrative.

Ibn Ḥazm, moreover, is mindful of the whole corpus of *ārāb*’s love stories that appertain artistically to the described model. He is, however, annoyed at the wide popularity of these stories taken merely as an articulation of love and the sole medium of explicating love affairs, pointing out that the particular *akhbār* which he had examined is impossible, yet commenting on his statement about these *akhbār* is conceivable. Releasing himself from the burden of the *ārāb*’s corpus, Ibn Ḥazm avers that “their way (*sabiluhum*) is different from our way (*sabilunā*)”. His statement alludes to a complicated process of assessment that opens with the learning of a certain tradition, assimilating and criticising it, comparing it with the current trend, then reaching a final evaluation. His judgement that the *ārāb*’s way of love diverges from our way (whether the possessive form of “we” denotes Ibn Ḥazm himself or refers to a much wider group engaging with a particular cultural and sociological context), represents this process of evaluation. This statement speaks of a discrepancy between Ibn Ḥazm’s contemplation of love and the way in which love is perceived and represented by the *ārāb* milieu. His words *sabiluhum* (their way) and *sabilunā* (our or my way), however, are significant and were thus interpreted in various ways. Stefan Leder, consulting studies by Renate Jacobi (1971), Tahir Labib Djedidi (1974), Salma Khadra Jayyusi (1999) and Thomas Bauer (1998), expounds on the *raison d’être* of the ādrīghī love which epitomises, in modern scholarship, the *ārāb*’s love. He states that “the ādrīghī ghazal is seen as an expression of criticism of social norms and as referring to an individualistic perspective, [... ] this attitude remains, as the expression of suffering shows, influenced by burning anxiety and uneasiness caused by a new situation, engendering the loss of importance of traditional tribal society” (Leder 2004b, pp. 170–171). Here, Leder claims that social alteration and distressing frustration are the principal inspirations for the *ārāb* to hold their own concepts of love as their...
way to protest against a harsh reality. Introducing his edition of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah, Iḥsān ‘Abbās maintains, moreover, that Ibn Ḥazm intended to present a vivid articulation of an Andalusian expression of love (Ibn Ḥazm 1987, Vol. 1, p. 42). Together with these two explications of Leder and ‘Abbās, I incline to the view that Ibn Ḥazm speaks of an adopted way of writing on love that deviates from the valid literary discourse. His tendency to abstain from deploying the whole corpus of āʾrāb love stories detaches his work from the mode of literary anthologies and creates a “deviation” from the prevailing forms of writing on love which rest on the literary tradition to explicate love matters.

The peculiarity of this work rests not only on the particular subject, namely love, which Ibn Ḥazm thoroughly scrutinises, but also on the epistemological approach which he has adopted to convey the principal discourse of his epistle. In his introduction, Ibn Ḥazm cogently writes on his perspective on the assignment of writing on love. His assessments raise the question of the compatibility between writing as an action and the realistic articulation of love’s essence, causes and symptoms. He specifically maintains that writing on love is beyond any fictional narrative. Addressing his anonymous friend who asked him to compose a work which explicates the question of love, Ibn Ḥazm stresses the idea that entering into the occurrences of love should adhere to al-ḥaqīqah (the truth) and avoid any kind of flawed explorations such as those excessive descriptions of the signs and symptoms of that emotion which occur in certain literary anthologies devoted to love and its affairs. Ibn Ḥazm’s point of view, therefore, underlines the significant difference between writing on love as he sees it and the traditional fictional stories of the āʾrāb which were incorporated into other mediaeval Arabic compilations on love.18 Disapproving of the trend for the literary anthologies, Ibn Ḥazm asserts in the epilogue of his epistle that:

I have declined to set forth in this epistle matters which poets have presented and spoke of extensively, whether approaching them in general or dealing with each one separately in different chapters and explicating them attentively, such as an extravagant depiction of leanness and likening tears to rain and claiming that they quench the thirst of the travellers, and stating that they never sleep nor eat at all. There is no truth in these matters but they are false and have no foundation (illā annahā ashyāḏā lā ḥaqīqāt lahā wa-kadhibi n la wajh lah) (Ibn Ḥazm 1987, p. 307).

The strict adherence to al-ḥaqīqah still insists on the mood of Ibn Ḥazm. In another paragraph he stresses that “I have confined my epistle to the presupposed facts. Other than these facts never they would be existent (wa-innam īqtāṣātī fī risālatī ḥā al-ḥaqīqāt al-mar’ūmah allati lā yumkin wujūdī sīwāhā ašĀ™)“ (Ibn Ḥazm 1987, pp. 307–308). Gravitating towards al-ḥaqīqah (the truth) and deploying barāḥīn (de-

---

18 Most of the mediaeval Arabic sources on love rely on akhbār and love stories to speak of love and its affairs. See, for example, Kharāʾīṭī Muḥammad b. Jaʿfar (2010); ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Ibn Naṣr al-Shayzarī (2003); Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (1973); Ḥuṣrī al-Qayrawānī (1989); al-Ḥalabī (2000); Ḥāfiẓ Mughaltāy (1997); Ibn Abī Ḥajalah al-Tilmsānī (1987); Jaʿfar b. ʿAlīd al-Sarrāj (1958); Dāʿūd al-Anṭākī (1972); Ibn al-Bakkāʾ al-Balkhī (2008).
monstrative proofs) to justify knowledge are two important factors in Ibn Ḥazm’s theological and juridical scholarship. There are few modern studies which appear to deal with this aspect of his intellectual qualities. Josep Puig Montada, for example, expounds on Ibn Ḥazm’s perception of reason and reasoning as developed in his theological enquiries. One of the points that Montada has made is Ibn Ḥazm’s endeavours to establish a theory of knowledge based on intuitive knowledge and immediate sense perception. He set forth an important statement proposed by Ibn Ḥazm in his *al-Iḥkām li-Uṣūl al-Aḥkām* which epitomises Ibn Ḥazm’s epistemological conviction: “There is no way to scientific knowledge but by these two directions: the one is what intuitive knowledge by the mind and immediate perception by the senses cause us [to know], the other is the premises that go back to intuitive knowledge and direct perception.” Thus Ibn Ḥazm contends that “the world is temporally created, that it has one Creator who is eternal, that prophecy is true, that the prophecy of Muhammad is genuine, we know that all this is true only by means of demonstrative proofs (*burhān*) based on the senses and on the necessity of reason” (see Montada 2001, pp. 165–185). Using facts derived from real experiences to explicate statements and justify them is not confined to *Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah* but extends to other works of Ibn Ḥazm, such as *al-Taqrīb li-Ḥudād al-Manṭiq wa-Madkhaluh*, which Ibn Ḥazm, as Anwar G. Chenje has pointed out, wrote intending to simplify the science of logic by “using a new vocabulary and examples derived from the religious law and every day experience” (see Chenje 1984, pp. 57–72). Commenting on the impact of logic on Ibn Ḥazm’s rationality, Chenje also states that “logic appears to permeate most of his works in that he often prefers to use the Aristotelian syllogism over the dialectical method of arguments and counter-arguments of the theologians. This tendency appears early in his works, indicating that the *Taqrīb* was composed at an early stage of his career, probably by the time he composed his literary masterpiece, the *Ṭawq*, and his literary anthology, the *Faḍl al-Andalus*, both of which were probably written between 1025 and 1030” (Chenje 1984, p. 64).

The concept of *al-ḥaqiqah*, basically, is the organising principle in which *Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah* originated to advance the pursuit of human knowledge of love. To arrive at this knowledge through the prism of *al-ḥaqiqah*, Ibn Ḥazm contends, further, that writing on love should be based on three main principles: (i) testimony (*wa-haddathānī bihi al-thiqāt min aḥf zamānī* [what the reliable people of my time have told me]); (ii) observation (*ma shāhādatī ḥadratī wa-adrakathī īnāyātī* [I ought to refer to what I have witnessed and what my awareness has perceived]) and (iii) memory knowledge (*ḥaythu intahā ḥifdhā wa-saʿādatī bāʾī* [my remembrance and the strength of my perspicacity have got to what I may recall]). These principles are behind *Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah*’s epistemology that renders any writing on love not a merely fictional narrative but a truly textual maintenance of an actual human experience of this emotion.

---

19 See also Arnaldez (1956, Vol. 1, pp. 111–121).

20 On reason, truth and the epistemological basis of Ibn Ḥazm’s thought, see also Hourani (1979, pp. 142–164); Zurbi (1996); ‘Alī Ahmad al-Dīrī (2007, pp. 29–86).

21 Ibn Ḥazm refers to these main principles in the preface of *Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah* which is fully translated in this study, see pp. 55–58.
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With this epistemological postulation adopted to justify his enquiries into love, Ibn Ḥazm deploys a variety of denotations in almost every chapter to epitomise the aforementioned three epistemological principles. On the level of testimony, Ibn Ḥazm elicits facts from certain informants, men and women, who were acquainted with other persons experiencing the affaire d’amour and its complexities. He points out in each related account that he has been told particular facts by specific persons (ḥaddathānī; ḥaddathānī; ukhbīrī)». Claiming that he will advance a truly credible explanation of love, Ibn Ḥazm stresses constantly that his information comes from reliable sources and dependable informants.22 On the level of observation, Ibn Ḥazm adduces facts about love and its vicissitudes which befell certain persons that he witnessed. In this case, he is himself the informant who is acquainted with persons whom love has affected and observes their afflictions arising from this experience. Ibn Ḥazm’s observations range between conversation, intimacy and familiarity with certain lovers (a’lam, arif, adrī, ‘ahdī) and attentiveness and witnessing their love affairs (ra’ayt ‘iyān”*, shāhād”). At the level of memory knowledge, Ibn Ḥazm expresses his feelings where he evokes memories of his own youth and tells, moreover, of his involvement with love and its complexities. Thus, Ibn Ḥazm recounts what befell (‘araḍ”) him in love or what he had experienced himself. (jarrabnāh”) including some unhappy incidents.

Moreover, the materials derived from testimony, observation and memory knowledge are all authentic and peculiar to Ibn Ḥazm for they are accounts of actual experiences of real persons who were involved in love. They were his contemporaries: some were his friends and acquaintances and some he knew about from other persons. What is presented through memory, testimony and observation is a documentation of real occurrences of love which happened in Ibn Ḥazm’s time. This documentation was the source of Ibn Ḥazm’s epistemological research on love as opposed to the literary akhbār which circulated in many literary sources. Aiming to advance an explicit discourse on love, Ibn Ḥazm opens his discussion in each chapter with an explanatory inference23 followed by him setting out some facts presented through the framework of testimony, observation and memory knowledge which serves as an explanation and justification for the explanation. Moreover, he explains this by making a connection between the explanatory inference and the facts presented through the.

22 “ḥaddathānī sāḥibunā Abī Bakr Muḥammad b. Ḥanād b. Isḥāq ‘an thiqāth”* akhbarāh”* (Ibn Ḥazm 1987, p. 120); “wa-laqad ḥaddathānī imrāf”* athiqāth”* bihā” (ibidem, pp. 187, 208, 297); “wa-laqad ḥaddathānī thiqat”* min ikhwānī jallī”* min ahl al-baytārū” (ibidem, p. 188); “wa-laqad ḥaddathānī Abī al-sariyy”* Ammār b. Ziyād sāḥibu layman yadthiqāth”* bih” (ibidem, p. 257); “wa-laqad akhbarani thiqat”* yadq”* min ikhwānī min ahl al-tamānī; fi al-fiqh; wa-kalām; wa- marifat wa’dhali sahāb”* fi dināh” (ibidem, p. 270); “wa-laqad ḥaddathānī thiqat”* min ikhwānī” (ibidem, p. 297); “ḥaddathānī Abī ‘Abd Allāh Muḥammad ibn ‘Umar ibn Muḥād ‘an rījāl”* min Banī Marwān thiqāt”*” (ibidem, p. 298).

23 Here I am using a philosophical term derived from epistemology. As Jonathan Vogel puts it, “explanatory inference” denotes that “inference to the best explanation is the procedure of choosing the hypothesis or theory that best explains the available data. The factors that make one explanation better than another may include depth, comprehensiveness, simplicity and unifying power” (see Vogel 1998, Vol. 3, pp. 766–769).
three epistemological principles. As they are deployed to justify and explicate some points related to love, he uses the facts derived from testimony, observation and memory knowledge to refute false statements of which he disapproves. What is presented here is Ibn Ḥazm’s *modus operandi* deployed to speak of love “pursuant to the way of truth” taken as his intended purpose as an author writing on love. This *modus operandi* is applicable, as the table below demonstrates, to every chapter of *Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah*. A more detailed description of Ibn Ḥazm’s method is presented in the last section of this paper where a chapter on *al-waṣl* is taken as an exemplar and delineated and analysed more thoroughly.

### 2. The Epistemological Basis of *Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Testimony</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On the Signs of Love (<em>bāb ʿalāmāt al-ḥubb</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Falling in Love whilst Sleeping (<em>bāb man aḥabbā fi al-nawm</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Falling in Love through a Depiction (<em>bāb man aḥabbā bil-waṣl</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Falling in Love at First Sight (<em>bāb man aḥabbā min nazratār wāhidatār</em>)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Falling in Love after a Long Relationship (<em>bāb man lā yuḥabbā ʿillā maʿ al-muṭāwalāh</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Being Infatuated with Certain Attributes and thereafter not Approving Other Opposing One (<em>bāb man aḥabbā ʿifatār lam yastaḥṣin baʿdaḥā ghayrahā mimmā yūkhāliṭuḥā</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Allusion (<em>bāb al-tavrīḍ bil-qawl</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Gesturing by Eye (<em>bāb al-ishārah bil-ʿayn</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Correspondence (<em>bāb al-murāsalaḥ</em>)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Messenger (<em>bāb al-safīr</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Concealing the Secret (<em>bāb ṭayy al-stirr</em>)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Divulging the Secret (<em>bāb al-idhāʾah</em>)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Examining Ibn Ḥazm’s Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah will reveal a particular method for writing a text which scrutinises love and its essence, causes and symptoms. The distinctive features of this method are represented by the recurrence of the three epistemological principles: testimony, observation and memory knowledge. The presence of these principles, as the table above shows, signifies the applicability of Ibn Ḥazm’s epistemological approach in almost in every chapter of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah to every aspect of love. The currency of these principles, moreover, comprises the organising precept of this work, namely ṣūbaqīqah, and points to Ibn Ḥazm’s endeavours to advance the pursuit of human knowledge of love based not on fictional narrative but on testimony, observation and memory knowledge of persons experiencing love in the way of truth. It is worth mentioning that Ibn Ḥazm does not give preference to one particular epistemological principle over the other, though observation, as seen from the table, is comparatively prevalent in his approach. Observation is perceived by Ibn Ḥazm as a cardinal principle of generating valid premises (see Zaʿbī 1996,
During his observations, Ibn Ḥazm witnesses love experiences of certain persons; on memory knowledge, however, he relates simply his own personal intimate experiences. To arrive at a meticulous and much validated argument on love, moreover, he correlates testimony with observation and memory by asserting that he depends on reliable informants. Ibn Ḥazm thus offers a coherent and concrete explanation of “love’s essence, significances, causes and symptoms and what occurs through love and what is affected by it pursuant to the way of truth”.

3. An Epistemologically Justified Love

The recurrent presence of these principles in almost every chapter of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah, as the foregoing table presents, denotes the applicability of Ibn Ḥazm’s epistemological approach to explicate love and its affairs. Because of this feature as well as the impossibility of dealing with all chapters of Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah within the limits of this study, I have chosen to explore one single chapter which examines al-waṣl or the union between the beloved persons to exemplify Ibn Ḥazm’s way of writing on love. This chapter consists of some evidence proceeding from testimony, observation and memory knowledge as well as additional premises which are derived from and based on this evidence. Ibn Ḥazm opens his discussion with some inferences related to al-waṣl – they are all drawn from his observations, experiences or testimonies of his contemporaries. These inferences are the quintessence of Ibn Ḥazm’s reflection on this topic.

Ibn Ḥazm contends that al-waṣl is an exalted fortune, high rank, a renewed life and splendid mercy from God, it is happiness with no troubles, the attainment of all wishes; it is one that affects the soul and endows it with positive values. Lastly, Ibn Ḥazm holds that al-waṣl is enigmatic and is beyond any explication. Relying on these inferences, Ibn Ḥazm proceeds to appraise some topics related to al-waṣl, namely assignations, the continuation of al-waṣl, the comportment of lovers, and the stealthy waṣl. Based on evidence derived from his observations, Ibn Ḥazm contends, for example, that one of the pleasant meanings of al-waṣl is assignations. He then speaks of two kinds of anticipated assignation. The first is the promise of the lover to visit his or her beloved. The second is waiting for the promise of the lover to visit his or her beloved. Finally, Ibn Ḥazm concludes that the onset of al-waṣl and the beginning of

---

24 Commenting on the epistemological foundations of the scholarly writings of the Arabic scientists and philosophers, Dimitri Gutas noticed that observation was a “method of gaining certain knowledge in the applied sciences, as well as in the applied aspects of theoretical sciences” of mediaeval Arabic science (see Gutas 2002, p. 279). R. Arnaldez has observed that “Ibn Ḥazm confronted all these inconstancies of man and society as a man passionately convinced of the truth, and all his researches led towards a truth supported by incontrovertible evidence with incontestable proofs. … he displays a great power of observation, which is apparent especially in the choice of examples drawn from his personal experience or from enquiries which he has made himself” (see Arnaldez 1971, p. 792). By these comments, I do not propose, however, that Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah merges into the rest of Ibn Ḥazm’s works, but am inclined to point out that all his works are the products of a mentalité that seeks to attain validated knowledge.
the approval and closeness to the beloved all afflict the heart with pain. Using facts which were obtained from testimonies of his contemporaries, Ibn Ḥazm decides that the furtive wasl by which spies are deceived and lovers are reticent about it before the other people present, actions such as esoteric laughing, little coughs, twisting the hands, touching the sides of the other and pinching hands and legs – this sort of wasl, Ibn Ḥazm confirms, has a pleasant impact on the soul.

Given his disengagement from the restraints of the tradition on the way of writing on love, and adopting, furthermore, the epistemological justification of this emotion, Ibn Ḥazm succeeded in revealing some elements, such as the lover’s compassion for his or her beloved. I will conclude my discussion here with this point as explored by Ibn Ḥazm in al-wasl chapter. He noticed that the occurrences of al-wasl contain the lover’s intent to sympathise with the beloved during their union and affirmed, moreover, that he has observed this inclination repeatedly (wa-laḍḍ shāḥad tāmin ḥādhā al-ma’ānā kathīran). He perceives this compassion as a touching sight, one that arouses feelings of tenderness, especially if the love is concealed, i.e. not revealed to others. From this solicitude comes the lover’s endeavour to vindicate his beloved’s anger or actions. Seeking to validate his findings, Ibn Ḥazm uses his observations and a testimony of a certain reliable woman. He first comments on a young man and woman who love each other. Ibn Ḥazm relates how those lovers adopt a stratagem to kiss each other when they are disturbed by other persons attending their place. They are inclined to sleep while a large cushion comes between them. As their heads come together behind the cushion they kiss each other without anyone noticing that they are pretending to be asleep. Ibn Ḥazm’s second observation describes the faithfulness of an Andalusian woman who is the daughter of Ibn Burṭāl Zakariyā ibn Yahyā al-Tamīmī and her compassion for her husband, Yahyā ibn Muḥammad, who meets his death. Ibn Ḥazm recounts how this woman was overcome with grief and decided to stay with her husband overnight making it the covenant of their last union. He affirms, moreover, that sorrow afflicted her until she met her end. On the level of testimony, Ibn Ḥazm consults a certain woman, whom he recognises as trustworthy, about lovers’ compassion. She informed Ibn Ḥazm of two young persons who adored each other passionately. She witnessed their attendance at an assembly of joy and singing. While the young man was holding a knife cutting fruit, he cut his finger slightly. Blood then poured out. The young woman, who was wearing a precious golden diaphanous garment, rent her gown, tearing from it a piece of cloth and bound up his finger. Concluding his comments, Ibn Ḥazm deems lovers’ compassion an indispensable obligation and a conducted ordinance for they selflessly offer their soul to the beloved. Ibn Ḥazm’s observations, the woman’s testimony and the premise of lovers’ compassion are inextricably interwoven. Together with his reliance on trustworthy persons and the use of perceptive observations, this synthesis is what makes Ibn Ḥazm’s discourse a more solid, cohesive and thorough discussion of love and its affairs. Together with the epistemological foundation of the Ṭawq, synthesis, solidness and cohesiveness are three structural qualities that distinguish Ibn Ḥazm’s work from other Arabic writings on love.

Mediaeval Arabic writings on the theory of love constitute what Lois Anita Giffen has described in her Theory of Profane Love among the Arabs as a “genre, a
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tradition of writing on the subject of profane love – human, earthly love, its nature, causes, and vicissitudes” (Giffen 1972, p. v). She refers to these works as a substantially coherent group and underlines that “there were genetic relationships between these works which justified – indeed required – their study as a group. Their authors appear to have been clearly aware of themselves as contributors to a distinct literature on the subject. They speak of some of their predecessors, cite them, take material from them, or attack them” (ibidem, p. xiii). Giffen, moreover, asserts that “the particular nature of these works requires that we gain an idea of their overall development as a group and their individual variety before we can understand the value or interest of any one particular work. […] We must see how much is familiar in a work and how much is different in content, treatment, and viewpoint. Then some works can be seen as isolated or unique in certain respects, while at the same time showing the marks of the developing tradition, or some points of connection with it” (ibidem, p. xvii). Giffen is credited with setting the boundaries of the scholarship of mediaeval Arabic love theory and looking at the works representing this tradition in the framework of genre and genetic relationships. She advances a constructive suggestion for dealing with the writings of mediaeval Arabic love theory. Her comments represent the main questions which confront the student of this field of research. Together with her comments, two further points should be noted in this regard. Firstly, these works comply with no single method of writing on love nor do they adopt a particular way of arrangement of the materials used pertaining to love. Each mediaeval author employs a different way of approaching his subject and is motivated by different impulses for writing his book. Secondly, although the theme of these genetic relationships between the works of Arabic love theory and their common interest is love, any comparison of these works to point out the similarities or differences between them in content, treatment and viewpoint would be a somewhat laborious process. However, such a survey is worth carrying out for it would demonstrate that mediaeval Arabic love theory is not invariable and is not troubled by duplication and lack of regeneration. Such a theory practises self-examination and a constant review of its concepts.

Ibn Ḥazm’s Ṭawq al-Ḥamāmah was preceded by three major works dealing with love and its affairs in mediaeval Arabic culture, namely Muḥammad ibn Dāwūd’s (d. 294/909) Kitāb al-Zahra (Ibn Dāwūd 1985),25 Muḥammad ibn Ahmād al-Washshā’s (d. 325/937) Kitāb al-Muwashshā (Washshā 1965),26 and Muḥammad b. Jaᶜfar al-Kharā’īṭī’s (d. 327/939) Kitāb Fitlāl al-Qulūb (Kharā’īṭī 2010).27 Though these works share a common interest, they differ from one another in their form. The Kitāb al-Zahra of Ibn Dāwūd is an example of mediaeval Arabic culture that perfectly typifies the tendency of literary anthologies of love. This work is primarily an anthol-

ogy of poems arranged according to topics pertaining to love affairs and their symptoms. At the outset of his anthology, Ibn Dāwūd assigns the literary cast to his work. He announces that Kitāb al-Zahra comprises one hundred chapters and that each chapter contains one hundred verses. He states, further, that this work is designated for ahl al-ādāb (the littérateurs) (see Ibn Dāwūd 1985, pp. 39–42). This trait of Kitāb al-Zahra drew the attention of a later writer on love theory called Maḥmūd b. Salmān al-Ḥalabī (d. 725/1324) who perceived this work as an anthology of poetry. Speaking of Ibn Dāwūd al-Iṣfahānī, al-Ḥalabī states that “he is the composer of Kitāb al-Zahrah of the compilations of poetry [musannif kitāb al-zahrah fi al-majāmī al-shīrīyyah]” (see al-Ḥalabī 2000, p. 76). The Kitāb al-Muwashshā of al-Washshā, however, is a companion to the ordinances of civility, the codes of manliness and the principles of refinement which typify the society of al-ẓurafā or the refined people in the Abbasid culture. Al-Washshā’, moreover, expounds on several topics such as friendship and the vilification of the slave girls (dhimm al-qiyān). He delineates, furthermore, the social mores and conduct of al-ẓurafā describing their clothes, footwear, rings, perfumes, food and drink, talking about items which made al-ẓurafā become pessimistic, their favourite presents and correspondence, describing some inscriptions of poetry or aphorisms regarding their clothes or certain objects. Love, as perceived by al-Washshā’, is compatible with al-ẓarf, hence he devotes some chapters of his book to dealing with this theme speaking, for example, of the signs of love, the vicissitudes of the lovers, the martyrs of love, and continence. Al-Kharā’īṭī’s Kitāb Fitāl al-Qulūb, however, is a compendium of Ḥadīth traditions, akhbār or anecdotes and selected poems of Umayyad and Abbasid poets. This book represents, according to Giffen, “the beginning of a subtype of the work on the theory of profane love, which has as its dominant theme an ethical or religious concern lest the soul be overpowered by hawā (understood usually in the sense of evil ‘desires’ or ‘lust’) or ḳishq, passionate love” (Giffen 1972, p. 75). To explore love, its nature, causes, and vicissitudes, the aforementioned works consult, as suggested by Giffen, Quranic verses, traditions, classical poetry, akhbār, lexicographical and philological informations and opinions of philosophers and physicians.28 Ibn Ḥazm, however, virtually separates his book from these sources and based his writing on accounts of actual experiences of real persons involved in love and the affaires d’amour. By his epistemology of love, Ibn Ḥazm moved the story of love from the limits of the textual traditions to the documentation of real occurrences of love, visual proofs of its vicissitudes, immediate sensory perception of its affairs. His own experiences and those of his contemporaries became the scripture of love. Love, according to Ibn Ḥazm, is what we are as human beings while we confront our intimacy, closeness, jealousy, anxiety, fear, sickness and death. The work of Ibn Ḥazm, moreover, reveals how life is immersed in love. Using these peculiarities, he was able to modify the existing genre of writing on love and to add a new dimension to the mediaeval Arabic theory of this topic.

28 See her analysis of “the elements or raw materials of the Arabic theory of profane love” (Giffen 1972, pp. 53–66).
Ibn Ḥazm’s contribution to love theory is not confined to this perception of love but also includes his endeavours to reveal the truth of some aspects of human love. To illustrate how Ibn Ḥazm attained his purpose, I will present an example from the chapter of al-waṣl or the union between the lovers and devours love. Ibn Ḥazm cogently demolishes such an erroneous statement. Relying on his own personal experiences, Ibn Ḥazm stresses that “the more the lovers augment their union with the beloved, the more they are heightening their attachment to her or him”.

Conclusion

In his seminal An Intimate History of Humanity, Theodore Zeldin (1995, p. 80) wrote on Ibn Ḥazm’s perturbation and his recourse to writing on love to escape from his apprehensiveness; he commented that Tawq al-Ḥamāmah “was the climax of a life in which everything had gone wrong for him; he complains of having been exiled, betrayed, oppressed, robbed, driven to despair, waiting for the further blows of destiny”. Muslim Spain, he believed, was “self-destructing”. One of his solutions was a new attitude to love. “[…] But what was most original about Ibn Ḥazm was his conviction that love mattered above all because it could be much more than a tranquiliser or private consolation. He wanted to make love the central experience of life in a new way” (Zeldin 1995, p. 81). To discern Ibn Ḥazm’s “new way” is what prompted me to write this study. Zeldin’s assessment of Ibn Ḥazm’s sense of desolation speaks of an anxiety for transmutation, liberation from distress, finding answers to unresolved questions, trying to remove the darkness from his sight and a craving for the truth.

Zeldin, then, perceives Ibn Ḥazm’s writing on love as achieving the end of this endless anxiety. Writing on love, as perceived by Ibn Ḥazm and expressed in the Tawq al-Ḥamāmah’s introduction, was a departure from the prevalent customs of writing on this topic. His writing – intended in the first place as an exposition of love's
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essence, causes and symptoms – could not be derived from fictitious narratives, excessive poetic depictions and literary akhbār, but stems mainly from ocular proofs and an immediate sense perception of the occurrences of love. Ibn Hazm’s writing gravitates towards the significance of truth derived from real experiences – not fictional claims. The power of such writing could not be circumscribed by the medium of literature, for it sometimes goes beyond the act of writing itself. This writing, moreover, is principally an endeavour intended to deepen our understanding of some experiences of love such as intimacy, closeness, jealousy, anxiety, fear, sickness and death and, moreover, to reveal other aspects which have not yet been revealed. A writing of this kind should comply, as Ibn Ḥazm constantly stresses, with al-ḥaqīqah, the truth, and should be based, then, on some epistemic justification.

Intending to write about love through the domain of truth, Ibn Ḥazm derives his thoughts from his own experiences and those of his friends and other contemporaries. In Tawq al-Ḥamāmah, people’s lives and experiences became the scripture of love and its affairs. Ibn Ḥazm’s writing is turned, then, into a sensitive recording of experiences of love and its affairs; a rich vein of observations, testimonies and memoirs; a hoard of confessions, hope and distress. Writing to explicate love thoroughly not to give guidance on the art of love, 34 Ibn Ḥazm delves into the reality of love; explores its symptoms and ascertains the facts related to it; he examines his sources and compares the results; he then deduces some theoretical inferences from the facts arising from the supply of the three epistemological principles, namely memories, observations and testimonies which function as an explication and justification for these inferences.

Appendix

The Introduction of Tawq al-Ḥamāmah

In the Name of God the Merciful the Compassionate
to Him We Pray for Succour

Abū Muḥammad, may God forgive him, said: The most preferable deed to commence with is to praise God, the Great and Almighty, of what He is worth, and to call for God’s blessing and peace be particularly upon Muḥammad, His servant and messen-

34 Here, I am at variance with Arberry’s deceptive labelling Tawq al-Ḥamāmah as “a treatise on the art and practice of Arab love”. This proposed subtitle is inconsistent with Tawq al-Ḥamāmah’s content and perspective (see Ibn Ḥazm 1953). Given the way that Ibn Ḥazm deploys his personal experiences and those of his contemporaries to epistemologically justify love, we cannot consider Tawq al-Ḥamāmah as livre de confession as Rachel Arié has viewed it (Arié 1985, p. 75).

35 The translation of Tawq al-Ḥamâma’s introduction is mine. It is based on reading the first two folios of Tawq al-Ḥamâma’s single manuscript, Or. 927 – Oriental collections of Leiden University Library, and are edited and presented here with certain emendations. Thinking about these emendations will point out the need to translate once again Tawq al-Ḥamâma consonant with Ibn Ḥazm’s mood of writing on love.
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ger, and generally upon all His prophets. May God preserve us from hesitancy and not burden us with more than we can bear; and ordain for us of His graceful support a leading guide to obey Him, and accord to us, of His assistance, good manners which distract us from disobeying Him; and may He not entrust us to the frailty of our resolves and the weakness of our strengths, and the fragility of our bodies, and the confusion of our thoughts, and the vulgarity of our choice, and the deficiency of our discernment, and the depravity of our desires – Your letter has come to me from Almeria to my residence in the vicinity of Jativa telling about the good fortune of your state of what gladdens me, and I have praised God, the Great and Almighty, for this and wished for its persistence and increase. Afterwards you came to me, in person, despite the long distance of the way, and the remoteness of the abodes, and the distance of the place of visiting, and the lengthness of the distance, and the extremity of the road. Given these conditions, a yearning person might be comforted, and a reminiscent one would be made to forget save for that who cleaves to the cord of faithfulness just as you who hold the old bonds and the definite friendships, and the right to the days of youthfulness, and attachment to the childhood; and his friendship is wholly for the sake of God, be He exalted. God had confirmed these meanings in ourselves of what we praise Him and thank. The meanings of your letter are more expanded than what I am conversant with your other letters. Afterwards, you have revealed to me, by your arrival, your intent and apprised me of your belief. This is a trait with which you are still endowed, of sharing with me your pleasant and painful experiences and your confidence and your honesty. The sincere friendship, which I bear twofold, drives you. I honestly requite your friendship. To this meaning I have referred to in a long poem speaking to ʿUbayd Allah b. ʿAbd al-Raḥmān b. al-Mughīra b. Amīr al-Muʾminīn al-Nāṣir, may God have mercy upon him, who was my friend:

I bear love towards you without a blemish
Some of the men’s friendships are a mirage;
I am truthful to you in every good advice
On my depth are carvings and inscriptions of your friendship;
If, on my soul, there is other than you I would tear him out
And a skin hiding him would be shredded;
My only intended wish is your friendship
Save for that friendship I would not refer to you
If I have held it then Earth wholly and the creatures
Are dust and people of the lands are flies.

Moreover, you have entrusted to me with writing an epistle on love’s essence, its meanings, causes and symptoms and what occurs through love and what is affected by it pursuant to the way of truth without any augmentation and confusion but to adduce what is presented to me accordingly and depending on its occurrence whence my remembrance and the strength of my perspicacity have got to what I may recall. I have thereupon hastened to accede to your demand. Unless granting to you I would not undertake it for it is an idle thing to do. Given the shortness of our lives, what is worthiest is to spend our time on what we hope for the vastness of the grave and the
attainment of the fairest resort of the afterworld. The Qāḍī Ḥamām b. Ahmad has said to me, related to Yaḥyā b. Mālik b. Ālidh, a tradition which he ascribed to Abū al-Dardā who said: “Rest the souls by certain jocular things to relieve them of grave things.” Of the words of the righteous of the early Muslims who said: “He who has not excelled in futuwwa would not excel in the qirāʾ [the recitation of the Qur’ān].”

A certain tradition relates that: “Rest the souls since they corrode just as iron rusts.”

Given what you have entrusted me with, I ought to refer to what I have observed and witnessed and what my awareness has perceived and what the reliable people of my time have told me. Pardon me for not mentioning names for they are abominable to reveal; or we keep an amiable friend and honourable man. Suffice it to name one who would not be harmed or making mention of his name would not afflict us with shame either for it is commonly known, and concealing it or intending not to reveal it would not avail; or to whom we have referred has approved the exposure of his account and has denied reporting it slightly. I will adduce in my epistle certain poems which I have composed on what I have witnessed and thus you, or one who may pore over them, shall not reprove me for I have followed the way of someone who specifically narrates the speech on himself. This is the mode of those who are endowed with composing poetry. My friends, furthermore, have put pressure upon me saying what came over them pursuant to their ways and modes. Suffice it to say that I mention to you what has affected me of what is akin to what I have followed and ascribed it to myself. Moreover, I have conformed on my book with your bounds and confined to what I have observed or to what is transmitted by the reliable people and proved to be true. Pardon me for omitting the anecdotes of the ārāb and the forerunners for their way is different from our way; and, moreover, there are abundant anecdotes about them. My way is not to lean on [or enervate] the other’s mount, and not to adorn

---

36 Pétrof, Fārūq Saᶜd, Muḥammad ᶜA ṭiyya and Ḥasan Kāmil al-Ṣayrafī read ( ﯾﺘﻘﻮى yataqawwā) instead of ( ﯾﺘﻘﺮا yataqarrā) (p. 53). This tradition is attributed in certain mediaeval compilations to Sufyān al-Thawrī (d. 161/778), see for example: ‘Ali ibn al-Jād (1985, Vol. 2, hadīth no. 1911); Abū Ṭālib Muḥammad b. ‘Ali b. ‘Atiyya al-Hārīthi al-Makkī (1961, Vol. 1, p. 510); Al-Makkī’s account is identical to Ibn Ḥazm’s. Al-Makkī, moreover, incorporates al-Thawrī’s tradition within a chapter dealing with the attributes of the zāhid (ascetic) and exploring the advantages of asceticism. He set forth al-Thawrī’s tradition and appended to it his explanation and said: “Those who would not know the regulations of al-tafattāt and carry them out so that he would be merited the virtue of faṭāt would not excel in the qualifications of al-taqarrā (the recitation of the Qur’ān) so that he would be designated as qāriʾ (the Qur’ān reciter).” The translations of Arberry and Emilio García Gómez are misleading: “The man who has never known how to comport himself as a cavalier will never know how to be truly godfearing” (Ibn Ḥazm 1953, p. 17); “Quien no sepa echar alguna vez una cana al aire, no será buen santo” (Ibn Ḥazm 1967, p. 91). Max Weisweiler, however, was able to grasp the word yatafattāt as derived from the term futuwwa and translated it as “ritterlich” (meaning ‘chivalrous’), but failed to understand the rest of the tradition: “Wer nicht recht ritterlich ist, wird auch nicht recht fromm sein können” (Ibn Ḥazm 1942, p. 14).

37 Ibn Ḥazm’s expression uses the following words “wa-mā madḥḥābi an ṣundī matīyyat si-wāy,” translated literally: “It is not my way to lean on [or enervate] the other’s mount.” Ibn Ḥazm underlines here the creativity of his work Tawq al-Ḥamāma and his self-reliance on composing its compound chapters. By this statement, Ibn Ḥazm implies that he would not exhaust the tradition and
myself with a borrowed finery. God’s succour and forgiveness are ever there to seek and there is no god but Him.
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